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ABSTRACT 

Despite the connections between perception and knowledge in Hippocratic medi
cine, what still remains unclear is the way in which these are structured and how they 
arise in relation to each other. It is this shadowy area that I plan to address in my 
paper, dealing with the ways in which the connection between perception and know
ledge has been interpreted, and analysing the reception of some Hippocratic 
passages in which this link has been identified, without, however, revealing its 
epistemological stmcture. 

My aim is, in the first instance, to argue against an empiricist representation of 
Hippocratic views on sense perception and, in the second instance, to ·show the 
biological root of a'la8TJCJLS', which combines physiology, theories of cognition and 
epistemological function, as found in Hippocratic representations. 

There is a long tradition that has portrayed what we define as 'Hippocratic 
medicine' as a form of medical knowledge based on sense perception and 
one which attributes the greatest importance to observation. Nonetheless, 
despite the connections between perception and knowledge in the Hippo
cratic treatises, what still remains unclear is the way in which these are 
structured and how they arise in relation to each other. 

It is this shadowy area that I plan to address in my paper. In the first part, 
I shall look, per exev1pla, at interpretations from both ancient commentaries in 
Hippocratem and modern scholars, dealing with the ways in which the link 
between perception and knowledge has been interpreted, and analysing the 
reception of some passages (In the Surget)', ch. 1; Epidemics 6.8.17; On Ancient 
Medicine, ch. 9) in which this link has been identified, without, however, 
revealing its epistemological structure. In the second part, I will explore the 
notion of 'forms of perception', oxfjµaTa aLa8~CTEWS', as defined in ch. 23 of 
On Regimen, and discuss more briefly other relevant passages from the Coipus. 
My aim is to show the biological root of afo8TJO"LS', which combines physio-
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logy, theories of cognition and epistemological function, as found in Hippo
cratic representations. 

la 

I shall start off by quoting In the Surgery, ch.1, which has been seen by both 
the tradition and modern scholars as a cornerstone of the Hippocratic 
method: 

what is like or unlike (~ oµow ~ civ6µow) , beginning with the most 
marked signs and those ea,siest to recognize, open to all kinds of investi
gation (ciTio Twv µq(aTwv, ciTio Twv pTJfoTwv, aTio Twv TictVTlJ TiavTws 

yL yvwaKoµEvwv): things which can be seen, touched and heard (a 1caL 

t8El.v, KOL 8LyEl.v , KOL ciKouam fonv); things which are open to all our 
senses, sight, touch, hearing, the nose, the tongue and the understanding 
(a KOL TD o(j;EL, KOL TD a<PD. KOL TD clKOD, KOL TD pw( , KOL TD yA.waalJ, 

KOL TD yvwµT] fonv ola8fo8m); things which can be known by all our 
sources of knowledge (a, ols yL yvwaKoµEv cfooaLV, Ean yvwvm ).1 

Galen's commentary provides a detailed discussion of this passage. I will 
pass over Galen's analyses of the notions of oµow and civ6µota and empha
size that, according to this Hippocratic writer, similarities and dissimilarities 
must be observed through use of both (what we might define) 'the senses' 
and 'reason', although, as I will argue, they are not distinguished as such by 
the Hippocratic author himself. 

Actually, the recommended method is conveyed by means of a syntax 
characterized by accumulations and pleonasms. It is Galen himself who first 
raises the issue, pointing out that detailed research (ELKOTWS' E:(tjTT]Tat) had 
been carried out into why no mention is made, in the first instance, of the 
senses of smell and taste (8ta TL 8E: Twv ptvwv Kat TfjS' yA.wTTTJS' atcretjcrEwv 
t8(q rrpOTEpov ou µvriµovEfoas-), and why immediately afterwards the five 
senses are mentioned again together with reason (E:~f\S' Twv TIEVTE µETa Tf\S' 
yvwµT]S' E:µvT]µOVEUCTEV).2 

Galen expounds various explanations proposed by other exegetes, but - as 
pointed out by Littre - 'quant a sa propre opinion, il ne l'exprime pas; il 
engage le lecteur a examiner les explications mises sous ses yeux, et a choisir 
celle qu'il jugera prfferable.'3 Despite this, the very fact that the claim was 
made that amongst a series of possible interpretations there are some which 

1 Hipp. Off. 1 (3.272 Littre; 2.30 Kw.; 3.58 Withington) . 
2 In Hipp. Off. Med. comment. 18/2.650 Kuhn. 
3Littre 1839-1861, 3.274. 
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are not plausible nor worthy of mention (Ta µE:v am8ava KUL avaew 
µv~µris-) allows us to include the extant interpretations - m8ava KaL µv~µflS' 
aew - within an exegetic horizon which is essentially harmonious and even 
representative of the Galenic perspective.4 

According to the first of the exegeses mentioned,5 considered not unrea
sonable (ouK aA.oyos-) by Galen himself,6 Hippocrates would first have refer
red only to three sensorial spheres by way of an example; at a later time, 
when his reasoning moved from the 'simple and elementary objects of 
senses' to the 'substances', he would then mention all the senses along with 
reason, since 'it is expedient for a physician to diagnose disease from the 
observation of what is like or >'unlike, at times comparing only simple qualities 
(TWV CtTTAWV TTOLOT~TWv), at times comparing bodies in their entirety (oA.wv 
Twv uwµchwv).'7 

4 In Hipp. Off. Med. co111111ent. 18/2.650 Kiihn: 1<al 8Tj rnl AEAEKTm lTOAAOLS' Ta µE:v 
U1Tl9ava Kal avaew µvtjµris. TU 8E: meava KUL µvtjµris a.ew, TTJV apxi]v lTOLT]
aaµEVOLS' EV9Ev8E. As pointed out by Manetti-Roselli 1994:1558, in connection with 
the 'programmatic manifesto' in which, in his preamble to the Comment 011 Fractttres, 
Galen explained the purpose of his commentaries on the Hippocratic writings, 
'Galeno propone un commento neutrale, destinato esclusivamente alla chiarifica
zione di quanto e oscuro; e un proposito serve a collocare colui che se ne fa porta
tore in una posizione di autorevolezza, al di fuori della polemica ( ... ) apparente
mente un progetto di profilo basso; tuttavia, esso risulta di fatto non realizzato fin 
dall'inizio; subito Galeno precisa che nulla impedisce di affrontare con misura anche 
la valutazione della veridicita del testo, pur di evitare l'eccesso di un atteggiamento 
agonistico e oltranzista.' Cf. also Roselli 1999:361: 'in the commentaries, the medical 
doxai have diversified functions, supporting the rhetorical framework or shaping the 
argumentative structure of his text.' As was later also noted by Manetti-Roselli 1994: 
1570, the commentary on In the Smgery belongs to that group of commentaries 
destined for a wide circulation and therefore features a greater wealth of references, 
both implicit and explicit, to the tradition preceding Galen. On the style of Galenic 
commentaries i11 Hippocrate111 see also the contribution of Manuli 1984. 
5 The doxa referred to by Galen is based on the gnoseological distinction between 
simple qualities and 'substances' and implies the establishment of a hierarchically 
structured ontology of the two faculties, that of perception (used in the recognition 
process of simple qualities) and the cognitive-rational faculty (capable of synthesi
zing and combining all that which might be perceived by the senses). A distinction 
of this sort is formalized in Theaetet11s by Plato in the doctrine on the body and its 
sense organs, or rather those organs whose functions are dictated by the soul, the 
only centre of knowledge capable of 'perceiving' substance, what is like and unlike, 
identity and difference (Tht. 184c and 185c-d). 
6 In Hipp. Off. Med. co1J1ment. 18/2.652 Kiihn. 
7 In Hipp. Off. Med. COllJJllent. 18/2.652 Kiihn: OTE µE:v ovv EllTEV 'llTlTOKpciTT]S' , a KUL 
l8E'iv 1<al ElLyELV 1<al a1<0Dcra( fonv, ws EV Tiapa8dyµaTOS' µo(pc;t µvriµovEDaa( 
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According to another 86~a, the senses are mentioned twice in reference to 
different subjects, namely the physician who uses them whilst carrying out 
his observation, and the patient who, through alterations in his own sensorial 
perceptions and his own yvwµT], provides the physician with subject matter 
for his analysis, which consists in comparing the perceptions of healthy 
people with those of the sick person.8 Nonetheless, others claim that the 
yvwµ11 mentioned here is that of the physician, through which he is able to 
rationalb elaborate a diagnosis on the basis of information provided by a sick 
body.9 

In a few words, what we can affirm is that the 86~m discussed by Galen 
ascribe only the yvwµ11 of th~ physician with authentic cognitive function, 
and hence it is only the physician who, armed with his skills in making a 

cpacn Twv ata0T]Twv avTwv· orrOTE 8f. c'moxwptjaas Twv cirrAws TE Ka1 1Cup(ws 
ata0T]TWV ETil TGS OAas oua(as µETE~T] rrpOCTT]ICOVTWS auTOV EVTau0a, TWV Bf. 
ata0tjCTEWV arraawv Kal avv auTaLS yvwµT]S µvT]µOVEUCTaL ('They say that, when 
Hippocrates said "things it is possible to see, touch and hear", he mentioned these 
perceptible objects by way of an example; but when, moving from the simple and 
sheer perceptible objects, he took into consideration substances in their entirety, 
then he mentioned all the senses and reason along with them} 
8 In Hipp. Off. Med. comment. 18/2.652-653 Kiihn: TOV ' lrrrro1CpaTT]V cpaa(v, orr6TE µf_v 
ElrrEV a !Cal L8ELV !Cal 0LyELV !Cal UICOilaa( ECTTLV, ETil TOU LaTpoil TIETIOLfjaem TOV 
Aoyov, 6rr6TE Bf. EcpEeijs Twv8E <Priaw. a. Ka1 Tl] otJJEL 1Ca1 Tl] a1CoiJ 1Ca1 Tl] ci<PiJ Ka1 
Tfj pLv1 rn1 Tfj yAwaal:J 1Ca1 Tfj yvwµl:J E:aT1v al.aefoem, Err1 Tau Kaµvovrns auToil 
yEyOVEVaL TOV Aoyov, \'.va µ~ µ6vov Ee WV aUTOS 6 LaTp6s, ana !Cal Ee WV 6 
1Caµvwv op(i !Cal QTITETaL Kal UICOUEL !Cal 6acppaLJJETaL !Cal yEUETaL !Cal Tl] yvwµ\] 
8La1CELTm, KaTavowv ~ rrapavowv ~ 8L<iyvwaLs yEVTJTaL. To yap EK Tijs yvwµris Toil 
Kaµvovrns wcpEAEfo0a( n Tov taTp6v, EK TOD rrapavoE'Lv auTov ~ 1CaTavoE'Lv 
yL yvwaKETaL ('They state that when Hippocrates said " things that are possible to 
see, touch and hear", he was referring to the physician, whereas when he said, 
immediately afte1wards, "things that are possible to perceive by means of sight, 
hearing, touch, the nose, the tongue and reason", he was referring to the sick person, 
in order to make diagnosis rest not only on those things the physician himself can 
perceive, but also on things the sick person sees, touches, hears, smells, tastes, and 
on his mental state. The physician, in fact, is helped in diagnosis by the mind of the 
sick person, as the former is able to acquire knowledge by the fact that the sick 
person is in or out of mind') . 
9 In Hipp. Off. Med. COIJJVJent. 18/2.653 Kiihn: TLVES 8f. TO µf_v a !Cal Tfj ot!JEL !Cal Tl] 
cicpfj Ka1 Tfj a1Cofj Ka1 Tfj pL v'L Ka1 Tfj y Awaal:J AEAEX0m cpaa1 v Err1 Toll KaµvovTos 
auTou· TO 8E !Cal Tfj yvwµ\] TIEpl TOU LaTpoD ('Some say that when he mentions 
things that are possible to know by means of sight, touch, hearing, the nose and the 
tongue, this is with reference to the sick person, and when he mentions things that 
are possible to know by means of reason, this is with reference to the physician'). 
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synthesis of the percepta, is recognized as able to make medical knowledge 
eventually arise.JO 

Clearly, I am not seeking to establish here ivhether one - and, in that case, 
1vhich - of these doxai represents the correct interpretation of ch. 1 of In the 
Surgery, but rather to outline the theoretical horizon inside which they might 
be justified and combined. What we can say is that all these interpretations 
reveal an intellectualistic conception of the connections between perception 
and knowledge. Equally intellectualistic is the supposition on the basis of 
which Hippocrates 'would not have described the same thing making refe
rence, firstly, to the acts of 'see_ing', 'touching', 'hearing' and, secondly, to the 
act of 'perceiving' by means of~sight, touch and hearing, since it is possible to 
see, hear and touch without 'comprehension' (µ~ KaTaAT]TTTLKws), whilst it is 
not possible to 'perceive'µ~ KaTaAT]TTTLKws.11 Besides, such an interpretation 
would make of the Hippocratic writer a sort of avant-/ettre advocate of some 
principles of Stoic empiricism (amongst which the notion of KaTUAT]tj;Ls)12 
merged with Galenic epistemology.13 

10 On the other hand, despite one of the Galenic sources admitting the reference to 
the yvwµT] of the sick person as one of the various objects of diagnostic investiga
tion, this still has no bearing on the overall interpretation of the passage: the 
a\'.a811crLs and, eventually, the yvwµ11 of the sick person are presumed, in any case, 
not to partake in the cognitive act of which they would exclusively represent the 
mere object. 
11 Cf. 18/2.654 Kiihn: OU TO auTo cr11µa(vrn8a( cpacrLv EK TOU cpavm Kal. LOELV Kal. 
8L YELV Kal. clKOUcra( EcrTL, T<!\ Kal. TU otjJEL Kal. TU clKOU 1cal. TU acpu EcrTLV 
atcrecivEcr8m. t8E1v µE:v ycip ECJTL Kal. 8L yE1v Kal. aKOUELV µD KaTaAT]TTTLKWS', 
atcrecivEcr8m 8E: OUKETL µD KaTaAT]TTTLKWS' ('They say that it does not mean the same 
to say, on the one hand, that it is possible to see, touch and hear, and say, on the 
other hand, that it is possible to perceive by means of sight, hearing and touch, since 
it can happen to see, touch and hear without comprehension, but it cannot happen 
to perceive without comprehension'). 
12 Cf. Zeno Citieus [A]68[2] (Stobaeus, Eel. 2, p. 73, 19 W): Elvm TDV ETTLCJT~µT]v 
KUTUAT]tjJLV acrcpaA.fj Kal. aµETUTTTWTOV UTTO A.6you ('science is a definite under
standing and one beyond confutation'). 
13 Besides, it is no coincidence that Galen himself on the one hand rejects the objec
tion that Hippocrates had misused the verb atcrefoem using it in reference to the 
gnome (cf. 18/2.655 Kiihn: cruyKEXpflcr8m ycip cpT]CJL Tfj TOD atcrefoem cpwvfj Tov 'Irr
TTOKpaTT]V KaTa Tfjs yvwµ11s) and thus overlapping the somatic sphere of aisthesis 
with the mental one, and on the other hand observes, more stoicomm, that the 
Hippocratic author 'mentioned all the senses together with reason, making his 
account infallible and solid, since all the senses share the capability of compre
hending the shapes of things' (arracrwv €µv11µ6vEucrE µETa Tfjs yvwµ11s. cicrcpaA.fj Kal. 
~E~mov TDV cirr6cpacrLv rroLOuµEvos, ETTELOD rrcicrms urrcipXEL KOLv6v, To 1eaTa
A.11rrn1ews Twv urroKELµEvwv cirroµcicrcrrnem Tas tofos, 18/ 2.655 Kiihn). Note the 
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Now, though we may disregard the hazardous hypothesis that the writer of 
In the Surgery was a forerunner of Stoic epistemology, nevertheless we must 
account for the underlying theme running through all the 86~m, since they 
are based on epistemological categories which display a clear distinction 
between 1) the 'acquisitive' role with which the body and the sense organs as 
part of it are attributed and the 'processing' role which is the exclusive 
domain of the gnome; 2) the simple and - to use Julia Annas' definition14 -
hormetic nature of sensations, and the .rynthetic and comprehensive (To KaTCTAT]TT

TLKWS' ai.cr8avEcr8m) nature of rational knowledge; 3) the 'instrumental' 
function of the body and th~ centralizing and upper intellectual function of 
the gnome. 

Ib 

It is now time to widen the spectrum of this analysis, turning to Epidemics 
6.8.17: 

TO awµa Epyov fS TTJV O'KEl\JLV ayELV, ol\JLS', clKOtj, PLS', a<jitj, YAWO'O'a, 
A.oyLaµOS' [KaTaµav8civEL] .1s 

If compared to ch. 1 of In the Surgery, this aphoristic sentence raises issues 
(two, at least) of a similar nature: the first, regarding the meaning attributed 
to the syntagm TO crwµa Epyov ES T~V CJKEl\nv ayELv; the second, regarding 
the strncture of 'cognition', since an element like 'reasoning' (in Greek, 
A.oywµ6c;;), which according to modern categories of psychology we might 
not ascribe, in the strictest sense, to the sphere of afo8T]CJL s, appears 
alongside the five senses and, what is noteworthy, seems not to be 
distinguished from them as to its cognitive function. 

The terms of the first issue have been set out by Llttre, observing that 'on 
donnait deux sens a cette phrase: 1) le medecin soumet le corps du malade a 
l'examen; 2) le medecin emploie son propre corps a l'examen du malade.'16 
In both instances, the structure of the relationship between physician and 
patient relies on the presence of an observer and an observed party. Never
theless, whilst the first exegetic option, when accepted, allows us to argue 

perfect parallelism existing between the wording of the Galenic argument and that of 
Zeno's Stoic epistemology: cf. Zeno Citieus [A]68[4] (Sextus, Adv. math. 7.151): 
ETTLO'Ttjµ11v ELVaL TTJV cia<jiaA.il Kal ~E~a[av Kal ciµETci8ETov {mo A.6you KaTciA.11l\JLv. 
See Karabatzaki 1998:95-113. 
14 Cf. Annas 1990:186. 
1s Hipp. Epid. 6.8.17 (p. 180 ed. Manetti-Roselli; 5.350 Littre) . 
16 Littre 1839-1861, 5.350 n. 3. 
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that it is the stat11s of the (patient's) body, as the object of observation, to be 
stressed in this aphorism, according to the second option we would have to 
recognize that it is the role of the (physician's) body as the only active centre 
of observation to be emphasized by the Hippocratic author; in my view, we 
do not deal with two interchangeable perspectives at all, and the fact of 
seeing the body from the one rather than the other of these perspectives is 
laden with epistemological implications: what seems to differ is the manner 
in which the concept itself of 'body' is meant, and the positioning and the degree 
ef participation in the process of skepsis attributed to it. 

In accord with the first optio{l, the sense of the syntagm should have been 
perfectly illustrated by the analysis of V. Di Benedetto, according to whom 
the expression TO <Jwµa ES T~V <JKEtjJLV ayELV is taken from the language of 
courts, deriving from the syntagm ELS' 8LKT)V c'iyELv, the meaning of which is 
'to bring before a court': the body thus represented is reduced to physical 
evidence, constituting the concrete object of the physician's rational investi
gation.17 

The second option - supported by both Langholf18 and Manetti-Rose11i19 -
implies a totally different meaning of the syntagm and, in consequence, of 
the aphorism: the physician would be still unequivocally described as an 
agent of observation, but it would be also affirmed explicitly that it is l?J1 

means ef his 01vn botfy that the observation can be performed: in other words, 
the structure of the relationship between techne and soma would . be 
dramatically remodelled (or at least made clearer), and a specific epistemic 
function ascribed to the body. 

On the other hand, the second section of the aphorism raises anything but 
insignificant issues as well: the text as handed down to us by manuscripts20 is 
the following: 

OljJLS, cIKO~, p(s, a<j>~, 'YAWO"O"U, AOyLaµos Karnµav0aVEL 

In his attempt to explain it, Di Benedetto has argued that 'the syntactic 
structure must be understood in the sense that the five senses are listed in 
the absolute nominative case, and these are followed by ;\oywµ6s, a sixth 

17 Di Benedetto 1986:114. See also Di Benedetto's analysis (123 n. 65) of the 
syntagm TO awµa ES T~V O"KEljJLV ayELV. 
18 Cf. Langholf 1990:51, where he translates 'it is necessary to use the body for 
observation.' 
19 Manetti-Roselli 1982:181, who translate 'e impegnativo impiegare il corpo per 
l' osservazione.' 
20 The reading of the manuscripts is confirmed even by Palladius. For an analysis of 
Palladius' commentary, see Manetti-Roselli 1982:LV-LXII. 
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element as it were, and one endowed with a special function, that of KaTa

µavecivELV'.21 Logismos, hence, would carry out the task of collecting and 
processing data received from the senses. In my view, such conclusions 
derive from the same gnoseological model on which is based the Galenic 
commentary on ch. 1 of In the Surgery:22 in both cases, in fact, what we find is 
a 'computational' logic according to which the senses are presumed to 
operate on the lowest level of cognitive processes, collecting information 
whic.h reason then processes at a later time, by means of association, 
separation: or combination.23 

Seen from this perspective, Di Benedetto's interpretation represents a 
perfect Galenic move. All th~ same, Galen himself, quoting the lemma in his 
commentary on Epidemics 6, does not mention the verb KaTaµavecivELv at all. 
One could argue that this is an eloquent omission,24 since, if Galen did find 
KaTaµav6avEL in the Hippocratic text, he would have had no reason to omit 
such a verb which makes the sense of the aphorism fully consistent with his 
own epistemological horizon. On the contrary, by expunging the· verb, one 
loses the only textual reference which might validate a hierarchical - or 
rather ontological - distinction between senses and A.oywµ6s: precisely that 
distinction which In the Surgery, ch. 1, does not affirm at all - at least, not 
explicitly- and which Galen sought to identify.25 

21 
Di Benedetto 1986:123 n. 66. This scholar accepts the reading of the manuscripts, 

and what is more, identifying (123 n. 67) in the act of KarnµavScivELv, which is 
carried out by the A.oywµ6s in Epidemics 6.8.17, a function which is comparable to 
that of the yvwµ11 in In the Surgery, ch. 1 (where, however, yvwµ11 is unequivocally 
dependent on the same verb - atCJ6avECJ6m - on which the substantives indicating 
the senses also depend). 
22 It cannot be by chance that Di Benedetto attributes the same function to A.oyt
aµ6s of Epidemics 6.8.17 and yvwµ11 of In the S111gery, ch. 1. 
23 Cf. Di Benedetto 1986:112: 'i dati difformi rispetto ad un insieme gia costituito 
possono a loro volta costituire un altro o altri insiemi internamente omogenei. Questo 
accertamento de!l'omogeneitd di 1111 g111ppo di dati e espresso attraverso il verbo KaTa
µavecivw. L'accertamento dell'omogeneita presuppone la raccolta dei dati e il loro 
accostamento.' 
24 So eloquent that, in their edition of the Hippocratic text, Manetti-Roselli have 
decided to expunge the verb, considering it a later interpolation. 
25 It is of relevance that a piece of writing, which is 'commentary-like' in nature and 
therefore constitutes a text 'in addition' to the original one, implies that an attempt 
has been made to explain and clarify unclear concepts and doctrines, an attempt 
1vhich is lacking in this particular case (and which cannot be justified on the basis of 
doctrinal purposes). This encourages one to believe that the decision to expunge 
KaTaµavScivELV is philologically correct. 
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It is clear, therefore, that variations in the translation change the overall 
epistemological meaning of the Hippocratic aphorism: from an 'objectified' 
representation of the body we move to an 'agent-like' one, and from an 
'acquisitive' notion we move to an 'enactive' one of sense-perception, to 
which, at least as far as its physical origins are concerned, A.oywµ6s is also 
ascribed. 26 

le 

However, the Hippocratic passage in which ambiguity, in terms of the 
subjective/ objective function of the body as to perceptual activity, arises 
most noticeably is undoubtedly represented by Ancient Medicine, ch. 9. Here, I 
will focus my attention on the central section of the chapter: 

Many other ills, different from those arising from repletion but no less 
serious, also arise from depletion. For this reason the doctor's tasks are 
much more varied and require more precision (Sta lTAE[ovos- aKpt~ELTJS-): 

for one must aim at a measure (8E'i yap µETpou TLVOS' crTOxcicracr0m); but 
you will find no measure, nor number nor weight besides, by referring to 
which you will know ·with precision, expect the sensation of the body 
(µhpov OE OUOE apt0µov OUTE crrn0µov QAAOV rrpos- 0 avacj>Epwv dcrlJ TO 
UKPL~ES'' OUK av EUpOLS' an' ~ TOV crwµaTOS' a'lcr0Tjcrtv).27 

Many scholars have sought to discern the function - subjective or objective 
- of the genitive Tou CJwµaTOS', by analyzing the overall meaning of the 
treatise or by comparing other passages - considered similar in epistemolo-

26 I take the definition of enaction as to perceptual activity from the works of the 
neurophysiologist Francisco Varela (see especially Varela 1992: 172-73): 'We can now 
give a prelimina1y formulation of what we mean by enaction. In a nutshell, the 
enactive approach consists of two points: 1) perception consists in perceptually 
guided action and 2) cognitive structures emerge from the recurrent sensorimotor 
patterns that enable action to be perceptually guided. The point of departure for the 
enactive approach is the study of how the perceiver can guide his actions in his local 
situation. Since these local situations constantly change as a result of the perceiver's 
activity, the reference point for understanding perception is no longer a pre-given, 
perceiver-independent world but rather the sensorimotor structure of the perceiver. 
This structure rather than some pre-given world determines how the perceiver can 
act and be modulated by environmental events.' 
27 Hipp. VM 9 (p. 128.9 ed. Jouanna; 1.588-90 Littre), translation by Schiefsky, 
amended. 
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gical terms - taken from the Copus.28 Lain Entralgo, who upholds the objec
tive function of the genitive TOU rrwµaTOS-' has pointed out that 'la aisthesis du 
medecin permet veritablement d'obtenir des resultats exacts et satisfaisants; 
( ... ) clans la afo9l]CTLS' TOU rrwµaTOS' que prescrit l'ecrit De l'ancienne medecine, 
le soma en question est bien entendu celui du malade, mais la aisthesis neces
saire est celle du medecin traitant.'29 Bratescu is in full agreement, suggesting 
that 'le syntagme "sensation du corps" pourrait done representer le substrat 
du "sens clinique" indispensable clans la pratique de l'art hippocratique.'30 

It is precisely this reference to the 'clinical sense', upon which 'Hippo
crates' would have been the first to found his observational method, that I 
would like to stress, since it has represented a leit-motif in a number of studies 
on Hippocratic medicine and a cornerstone in the very construction of the 
myth of Hippocrates as the Father of Western medicine for a very long 
time.31 

On the other hand, none of those - Jouanna32 and Schiefsky33 are the most 
recent examples - who have claimed a subjective function for the genitive in 
the syntagm afo9l]CTLS' TOU rrwµaTOS' and identified within such aisthesis the 
sensibility of the sick person's body in response to the actions carried out 
upon it, have discerned in ch. 9 of Ancient Medicine any traces of a gnoseo
logic subjectivism which might be likened to the Protagorean relativistic 
instances.34 Festugiere, to give an example, has argued that the concept of 
'sensation of the body' must not be seen as a subjective one, claiming that 
the reference to the aisthesis rather implies the identification of the way in 

28 In general, such comparisons have been based just on ch. 1 of In the Surgery and 
Epidemics 6.8.17. For a review of papers from the turn of the last century onwards, 
cf. J ouanna 1990: 17 4; Schiefsky 2005:201-05. 
29 Lain Entralgo 1975:309-10. Cf. also: 'l'activite curative du medecin ne saurait etre 
vraie techne si le medecin ne dispose d'aucun critere de certitude approprie a la nature 
de son cas et susceptible de garantir la verite de ses connaissances et de ses 
conjectures' (305). 
30 Bratescu 1983:138. This scholar, furthermore, understood the notion of aisthesis as 
a 'tact fin' of the physician, which Jaeger had been the first to develop in the first 
half of the last century (cf. Jaeger 1938:39). Pellegrin 1992:166-67 gives a very similar 
interpretation of the syntagm TOU awµarns a'la8I]CTLV. 
31 For example, Lain Entralgo 1975:310 accounted for his exegetic hypothesis 
claiming that 'c'est ce recours methodique a la sensation du corps qui apres la techne 
iatrike des hippocratiques va etre la regle d'or de toute la medecine occidentale.' 
32 SeeJouanna 1990:128-29. 
33 See Schiefsky 2005. For the full list of scholars who have contributed to define 
this interpretative option see both J ouanna 1990 and Schiefsky 2005. 
34 Cf. DK 80 B 1. 
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which the bodies usual/y react to the effect of one or other treatment.35 In 
this way, he transfers the notion of aisthesis from that of a realm of individual 
bodies to the conceptual, meta-realm of a statistical body, the generating 
principle of which is the notion of normal reaction. 36 

II 

At this point of my argument, the question I would like to explore further is 
whether empiricist views on sense perception and dichotomous representa
tions of the objective/ subjective function of the body like those discussed 
above are able to provide effective categories for the analysis of those 
Hippocratic passages in which the method to be followed in medical obser
vation is expounded, or whether these representations might not rather be 
the expression of an epistemological model which is inconsistent with those 
writings and the medical thought they reflect. On the other hand, the most 
obvious sign of this inconsistency might be shown by the difficulties encoun
tered by modern scholars (and earlier still by Galen) in their quest to discern, 
within the Hippocratic writings, an operational representation of perceptual 
and cognitive processes, and by the resulting need to 'integrate' the texts 
when they would otherwise appear ambiguous and unintelligible, in order to 
state clear/y that to which the Hippocratic authors would have merely made 
allusion. 

Back at the end of the Seventies,]. Pigeaud, looking at this inconsistency, 
had already tried to get out of an interpretative scheme based on the dualism 
objectivity/ subjectivity, and had claimed for ch. 9 of On Ancient Medicine and 
the syntagm TOU CJwµaTOS' afo8T]CJLV a relational meaning.37 

I would like hence to develop further such a relational concept of afo8T]

CJL S' - starting from the analysis of On Regimen 1.23 - and then to look briefly 
at the representations of perceptual activity in other Hippocratic contexts. I 
quote the text of Regimen 1.23 as established by Joly: 

35 Festugiere 1948:60. Cf. Diller 1952:400: 'die eigentlich neue Leistung ist also die 
Umwertung des aisthesis-Begriffs, der vom Stigma der Subjektivitat befreit und zum 
objektiv-wissenschaftlichen Kriterium gemacht wird.' 
36 As observed by Pigeaud 1977:216, it is only by postulating this concept of 'normal 
reaction' as authentically 'Hippocratic' that it becomes possible to hypothesize that, 
as a result of the medical observation in Hippocratic treatises, 'on va pouvoir consti
tuer, grace au rapport experimental et a la surveillance, un classement des resultats, 
des temperaments et des naturels auxquels conviennent certains traitements.' 
37 Cf. Pigeaud 1977:196-219. 
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lu' E1TTcl CYXTJµchwv KUL aL alu8tjCYLES' civ8pW1TWV clKO~ ljJ6<j>wv, oljJLS' 
<j>avEpwv, />LvEs OBµfjs, y\wuua ~8ovfjs Kai. ciTJ8LTJS', CYT6µa 8wAEKTOu, 
uwµa ljJaUuLOS', 8Epµou ~ ljluxpou 1TVEUµaTOS' 8LE~080L E~W KUL fow· 8La 
TOVTWV civ8pW1TOLCYLV yvWCYLS'. 

Through seven figures come perceptible objects for a man: there is 
hearing for sounds, sight for the visible, nostril for smell, tongue for 
pleasant or unpleasant tastes, mouth for speech, body for touch, passages 
outwards and inwards for hot or cold breath: through these comes 
knowledge.38 

The link between ata8T)CHS ~'and yvwO"LS is affirmed again. Nonetheless, the 
uxtjµaTa al.u8tjuEws may not be defined as 'organs' of perception, in the 
sense that this notion assumed by Aristotle onwards: indeed, Jouanna has 
observed that 'le sens originel de uxfjµa est celui de "configuration", 
"forme", "structure" du corps'.39 Each ata8T)O"LS and the knowledge deriving 
from the coordinated combination of the al.u8tjuELs constitute, therefore, 
the phenomenal product of the body's morphology, so that human cognition 
is strictly tied to its physiology. This is even more evident if one thinks that 
through the use of the term aisthesis the author of On &gimen does not refer 
to an activity or a process, but the concrete corpuscular form of the various 
pereepta which only give rise to sensation if, through adapting to the 
respective uxtjµaTa, they penetrate through and encounter the circular 
movement of the l)Juxtj .40 

38 Hipp. Viet. 1.23 (p. 141, 17 Joly CMG; 6.494-96 Littre), transl. by Jones, modified. 
39 Jouanna 2002:448-49 n. 13. The plausibility of the use of uxfjµa in accordance 
with such an acceptance, which in the past was questioned, is confirmed by the 
analogy made by the author between the 'configurations' through which perception 
is produced and those through which art and writing take shape. In this connection, 
note the observation made by Jouanna 2002:449 n. 13): 'il est beaucoup plus difficile 
de preciser ce que l'auteur du Rigime entend par les sept instruments de la 
connaissance clans la ypaµµan1<tj ( . .. ) les uxtjµaTa ne semblent pas se confondre ici 
avec les ypciµµaTa. On peut se demander s'il ne s'agit pas de sept types de la 
configuration des lettres, par exemple lettres triangulaires, circulaires, rectangulaires, 
croisees. Il y aurait des types de formes de lettres, comme il y a des types de figures 
gfometriques ou comme il ya des types de configuration d'organes clans le corps de 
l'homme.' About the concept of uxfjµa cf. also Hipp. VM 22 (p. 149 ed. Jouanna; 
1.626 Littre): 8Eiv 8E µoL 8oKEL Kal. rnuT' EL8Evm foa TQ civ8pwmµ 1Ta8tjµarn a1To 
8uvaµ(wv y(vETaL Kai. foa ci1To CYXTJµciTwv . AEyw 8f. TL TOUTO; 8uvaµLv µf.v ELvm 
TWV xuµwv TclS' clKpOTTJTclS' TE KUL luxuv, uxtjµarn 8f. AEYW foa EVECYTLV EV TQ 
civ8pwmµ. See Jouanna 1990:213 n. 1. 
40 The theo1y of the soul and intelligence is set out in ch. 35 of the first book of 
Regimen (Hipp. Viet. 1.35; p. 150-57 Joly CMG; 6.512-22 Littre). Cf., in addition to 
the previously cited J ouanna 1966 (who analyzes the theory expounded in R.egimen, 
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The definition of knowledge as 'biological activity depending on the struc
ture of the body' is also confirmed by the nature of the <JXtjµaTa at<J8tj<JEws: 
in addition to the five senses (designated as such from the time of Aristotle 
onwards), the sixth <JXflµa is represented by the mouth, i.e. 'the shape of 
language' (8LaAEKTOu), while the seventh <JXflµa consists of, literally, the 
passages of warm and cool breath from within the body to the outside and 
vice versa.41 

On tl1e one hand, one might observe that the exclusively receptive repre
sentation of the perceptual act is severely strained by the fact that language -
which in modern terms one should define as an intentional activity - might be 
counted amongst the QL<J8tj<JELS'.42 0~ the other hand, if the point of inter
section between 'receptive' and 'intentional' dimensions seems to confer a 
certain 'relational nature' to perception, the identification of a seventh <JXflµa 
at<J8tj<JEWS highlights the need to replace a hermeneutic paradigm construc
ted on the basis of a purely gnoseological standpoint with a representation of 
the aisthesis in which theory of cognition and biology are connected in 
structural terms: otherwise, reference to the nvEuµaTa, which move through 
the body by means of a dual action inside/ outside and outside/inside, like 
'structures', or 'forms', of the afo8T]<JLS and therefore also of the yvw<JLS 
does not make sense. 

Indeed, we are dealing here with the physiological processes - such as 
respiration, perspiration, the diffusion of air around the cavities of the body 
- by which the body secures its own self-regulation in response to the 
environment, and which represent, as otl1er Hippocratic authors as well as 
some pl?Jsiologoi do assert,43 the very principle from which life itself originates. 

on the circular revolution of the l\Jux~ and the relationships between said theory, the 
Empedoclean doctrine and the Timaeus by Plato); also Byl 2002. 
41 Cf. Jouanna 2003. Reference to sensory faculties which may not always be 
restricted to the five canonical senses does not, however, appear detached from the 
pre-Platonic sphere of speculation, insomuch as it often appears tinged with strong 
elements of contradiction, as highlighted by a compari~on of the testimonies given 
by Aetius on Democritus (Aet. 4.10.4; DK 68 A 116: ~. nA.dous ELVm atue~aELS 
[Twv TIEvTE], nEpl Ta c'iA.oya (Qa Kal TIEpl mus ao<f>ous Kal nEpl Tous 9EOus), and 
the fragment of Democritus cited by Sextus Empiricus (Sext. 7.138, DK 68 B 11: 
yvwµris 8E 8fo ELCJlv lBfoL, ~ µEv YVTJITLTJ, ~ 8E CJKoT(TJ· Kal CJKOTLT]S µEv Ta8E 
uuµnavrn, ol\JLS, UKO~, 68µ~, YEUCJLS, l\JauCJLS). 
42 In the biological and linguistic theory of Aristotle, language, insomuch as it 
represents a faculty for the production of organized, meaningful language, becomes 
the species-specific characteristic of anth1vpos, as was correctly confirmed by Lo 
Piparo in 2003. 
43 I refer here, for example, to the doctrine of Diogenes of Apollonia or to the 
pneumatic aetiology of the Hippocratic treatise On the Winds, or yet still to the 
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What is more, it is precisely in the treatise On Regimen that the link between 
respiration, life, al'.u8T]<JLS' and knowledge is pointed out: indeed, whilst in ch. 
86 we are told that, when the body is in a state of wakefulness, the lj!uxtj 
spreads over the limbs and activates hearing, sight and touch - in short, all 
the perceptual and cognitive faculties of man - in ch. 25 the same lj!uxtj is 
represented as a principle of life, penetrating the av8pwrros and every (Qov 
which breathes (~ 8E lJ!ux~ TOU av8pwrrou ... EaEpTTEL ES' arrav (Qov 0 TL TTEP 
avarrVEL). 

Clearly, the main question is to verify whether an intersection such as this 
established by the author qf On Regimen between theory of cognition and 
biology might constitute - as do the rest (or, at least, most) of the 
Hippocratic treatises as well - a shared pattern in the representations of 
aisthesis. The fact is, to my mind, that this is not only a remote possibility, but 
a hypothesis corroborated by a number of textual testimonies. 

In a paper on the semantic field of al'.u8T]CTLS' in the Hippocratic Corpus, H. 
Ioannidi has drawn attention to the diversity of subjects to which the verb 
ai.uecivEu8m can be referred:44 it is used in reference both to the physician 
whilst carrying out his practice45 and to the sick person whilst perceiving his 
own body and his own internal states,46 or in reference to the patient's own 
body in relation to the outside world.47 Furthermore, it is used to deal with 
the body both in terms of a whole4B or in terms of the parts of which it is 

connection between respiration and cognition established in the encephalocentric 
doctrine of On the Sacred Disease. 
44 Ioannidi 1992. 
45 Cf. Fist. 2 (6.448 Littre); De Arte 9.3 (p. 235, 1 Jouanna; 9.16 Littre) and 11.5 (p. 
238, 9 Jouanna; 9.20 Littre); MochL 42 (4.394 Littre). 
46 Cf. Nat. Puer. 21 (67, 25 Joly; 7.512 Littre); Morb. 1.22 (p. 64, 15 Wittern; 6.184 
Littre); Praec. 6 (9.258 Littre); Morb. Sac1: 12 (p. 23, 2 Jouanna; 6.384 Littre). Some 
passages of Diseases 4 and other treatises go into making a rather homogenous and 
interesting series of textual references in which the verbs ai.a8civrn8m and €rra'LEtv 
(and their derivatives) occur within negative syntactic constructions, in the expres
sion of the delayed perception that a subject has of the physiopathological processes 
which, although occurring within the body itself, remain 'invisible' to its conscious 
perception until they exceed a certain gradient of complexity and a specific threshold 
of severity: cf. Morb. 4.36 (89, 22 Joly; 7.552 Littre), 37 (p. 91, 1 Joly; 7.554 Littre), 38 
(p. 91, 28 Joly; 7.556 Littre), 45 (p. 99, 15 Joly; 7.568 Littre); MuL 1.cc. 4 and 9 (8.26 
and 38 Littre); Morb. 1.15 (p. 38, 9 Wittern; 6.164 Littre). 
47 Cf. Epid. 5.86 (p. 39, 11 Jouanna; 5.252 Littre); Nat. P11er. 13 (p. 55, 14 Joly; 7.490 
Littre). 
48 Cf. Nat. Puer. 15 (p. 57, 21 Joly; 7.494 Littre); Morb. 4.35 (p. 88, 19 Joly; 7.55C 
Littre); Loe. Hom. 1 (p. 39, 14 Joly; 6.278 Littre). 
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composed;49 alternatively, afofrr]<JLS is represented as a faculty, or in a stricter 
sense a capability ef being ciffected, possessed indiscriminately by all living 
beings,5° or by 'things' such as wood, leather or earthenware,51 by entire 
TrOAELs and regions insomuch as these constitute a certain KaTauTaCJLS, and 
lastly by the processes determining the climate and its changes.52 In the face 
of such diversity, Ioannidi resorts to the most obvious and maybe most 
banal of interpretative options, asking whether 'il faut alors parler de traces 
d'animisme combattu a coups de rationalisation.'53 I, however, believe it 
more expedient to refer to a notion which claims a biological root for percep
tual processes, since I think that, approaching a\'.u8T]CJLS in the Hippocratic 
treatises, 

il faut done se defaire de l'idee d'un emboitement des especes et des 
genres biologiques qui seraient separes par des frontieres reelles, et 
substituer a ce schema taxonomique une continuite de tout le champ pl?Jsique et 
biologique. Mais continuite ne signifte pas identite. Il reste a saisir le piincipe qui, 
sans !es separer, situe ces diverses realites dans une progression ontologique.54 

It is precisely the notion of afo8T]CJLs which might represent this principle 
since it expresses - on the one hand - the specificity ef human and senses-based 
cognition as compared to other forms (living and non-living) of sensitivity, and 

49 Cf. Mui. 1.25 (8.66 Littre) (ETTofoucrL yap oi µflTpm Tou pEuµoTos xwpfovrns EK 
Tfjs KoLHTJs); Mt1!. 2.174 (8.354 Littre) (KOL 6 ewpnc ErrotEL); vc 2 (p. 64, 21 
Hanson CMG; 2.4 Kw; 3.190 Littre) (o yap EYKE<l>oA.os TaxLcrTci TE KOL µ6.A.wrn 
KOTa TO BpEyµo otaScivETOL TWV KOKWV TWV yLvoµEvwv EV TE TD aopKL KOL TW 
OO'TEW). 
so Cf. Nat. Puei: 30 (p. 81, 11 Joly; 7.536 Littre). 
51 Cf. l/7\115.4 (p. 138, 11 Jouanna; 1.606 Littre): the fact that wood, leather and 
many other 'objects' are defined as being 'far less sensitive' than the human body 
suggests that these too, in some way, are included in the o\'.crST]crLs; Morb. Sae1: 13 (p. 
24, 5 Jouanna; 6.384 Littre): TO 8E: ouTo TOiJTo KOL TDv yfjv Epyci(ETm KOL TDv 
86.A.ocrcrov KOL Tous TTornµous KOL Tas Kpi)vos KOL Ta cfipforn KOL 8cro cfiuETm KOL 
EV OLcrLV uypov EVEO'TLV' fon 8E: EV TTOVTL. EV µE:v TW TTAEoV, EV 8E: TW EAOO'O'OV' 
arrovTo 8E: ToiJTo ota86.vETm Tou rrvdµoT6S TOUTou, KOL EK TE A.oµTTpwv 
8~o~Epw8rn y~vErn~_. EK ~E itux~wv 8Epµci,_ Ka~ EK ~11~wv voTw8~o · , oKoc:o T~ Ev 
OLKnµocrL KEpoµLa n KOTO yns EO'TL µEO'TO OLVOU n UAAOU TLVOS uypou, TTOVTO 
TOuTo oLcr86.vETm TOV v6Tov KUL 8LoAA.cicrcrEL TDV µop<fiiiv ES hEpov EL8os· Tov TE 
~A.Lav Kal T~v aEA.~v11v Kol Ta c'icrTpo rroA.u ciµ~A.uwrr6TEpo KoS(crTT]O'L Tfjs <j>iJcrLOs. 
OTE ovv KOL TOVTWV OUTW µqciA.wv EOVTWV KOL LO'XUTOTEpwv ToaovTov ETTLKpOTEL, 
TDS TE civSpwTT(vns <l>UcrLOS KOL cr<fi68po EtKOS KpOTELV KOL TO crwµo TTOLEL 
alcr8civEcr8m KOL µEToBciAA.ELV. 
52 Cf. Hipp. Aer 10 (p. 216, 1 Jouanna; 2.48 Littre). 
53 Ioannidi 1992:71. 
54 Ayache 1997:65. 
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has resulted from that process of differentiation of the bodies through which 
the dynamic nature of pf?ysis is made visible; but, on the other hand, such a 
notion can also convey the nat11ral contin11ity by which all the natural beings 
(Ta cpfoEL ovTa) are tied together and without which no form of differen
tiation would be either possible or conceivable. 

This is not a question of confusing the gnoseological and biological levels 
within Hippocratic medical discourse; it is rather the realization that any 
issue which is raised by such medical discourse and belongs to a 'second
order thinking' is rooted within the context of a medical epistemology. This 
epistemology does not disregard the specificity of its own cognitive object, 
consisting of the body and its pathophysiology. Any understanding of the 
Tp6rroL by which medical authors provide reasoned accounts for 1) the 
gnoseological statute of the al'.u8ricns- and 2) the centrality of the latter in the 
establishment of a method of observation cannot fail to take into conside
ration the various medical representations of perceptual activity as a mani
festation of bodily physiology. 

It is for these reasons, in my view, that the intersection/interaction 
between the theories of cognition, epistemology and biology of ai'.u8T]CTLS' 
constitutes a sch~ma of reciprocity, which may be represented as a system of 
retro-active ties. In seeking to decipher and describe the structure of this 
system, one would have to undertake the task of formulating an interpre
tative framework which would permit movement from one segment of the 
system to another and to identify a netJvork of possible meanings and a map of the 
theoretical connections underpinning the various manifestations of medical 
discourse, as developed in the classical period. 
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